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Lifelong Learning & Learning Networks
• Lifelong Learning 
• Learning as integral part of our life
• Formal, non-formal and informal learning options
• Essential to sustained economic growth
• Learning Networks
• Online social networks, participants share their 
knowledge and jointly develop new knowledge
• Designed to facilitate Lifelong Learning, 
professionalisation
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•help learners to acquire a competence 
(formal/non-formal/informal):
• courses
• assessments
• learning resources
• workshops, etc..
•Participants   
• self-directed learners, responsible for their 
own learning process
• heterogeneous with respect to competences 
they have and their learning goals
•learners, institutions, trainers, teachers…
•Learners
Learning Network
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Learning Network: Services
• Recommendation
• People, peers, experts, groups, teams
• Resources: learning content, materials, readings
• Learning path: learning offers
• Next step to follow
• Advice
• Study progress
• Formative feedback
• Learning strategies
• Self-assessment
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Learning Network: Examples
• Communities of employees who want to improve 
customer services
• Lawyers who want exchange knowledge and 
experience
• Librarians who want to update their competences, 
and discuss over the new challenges for libraries
• Communities of teachers who exchange their 
experiences and seek for collaboration
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Learning Network: eTwinning
• Network for schools in Europe, over 160.000 users
• It promotes teacher and school collaboration mainly 
through projects (improving teaching skills, 
projects between students from different 
countries)
• Strong core group of participants, but...
• If we take into account those not connected
• The majority of teachers are isolated and invisible 
to the rest of the network (no awareness)
The eTwinning Network
The eTwinning Network
Ad Hoc Transient Groups (AHTGs)
Availability: # requests 
accepted vs. # requests 
accepted by all 
participants. 
Content competency: 
Participants expertise 
subject(s) vs. question 
category 
Language: Language of the 
question vs. participants 
languages
Wiki
Discussion forum
Chat
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Expected effects: Social Capital
• Decentralized network
• Relationship Characteristics, how people are 
connected?
• Sense of community
• Sense of Connectedness, do people feel as part of the 
network?
• Mutual support
• Are people using the established relationships?
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Testing AHTGs
• Tested with a select group of eTwinners
• 3 months
• Pre-questionnaire, sense of belonging (819); Rovai(2002)
• 691 participants divided into 3 groups: AHTG, Forum, Control
• Post-questionnaire (375: AHTG=103, Forum=118, Control=154)
• Influence of AHTGs tested on 
• Relationship Characteristics, Social Network analysis
• Sense of Community, Questionnaire 
• Mutual Support: # questions asked, # answers given, ratio 
between them
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Conclusions and Future Work
• Conclusions
• Participants in LN need to be aware of each other
• AHTGs allows participants can get in touch with each other 
in an easy, fast and meaningful way, increasing their social 
capital
• Future work
• 2nd version of the prototype will be tested in eTwinning
• Personal Learning Environments to support formation of 
“professional identity”
• Dynamic feedback on digital identity creation
• Development of networking skills
Discussion
• Dynamic nature of networks, hence diﬃcult to test, 
evaluate TEL interventions
• How people learn in networks? How they build their 
identity?
• What is self-reﬂection in networked learning? Diﬀerent 
conceptions, ... Do learners know how to self-reﬂect?
• Skills needed to perform in networked learning?
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Questions?
adriana.berlanga[at]ou.nl
dspace.ou.nl
